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BACKGROUNDER

What is Week Without the Web?

Week Without the Web is a five-day long initiative led by Hofstra University, Dean of Communication, Evan 
Cornog, Ph.D. The program is to take place during the week of April 4 through April 8, 2011, and aims to edu-
cate School of Communication students and faculty on the increasing role the Internet plays in our daily lives. 
Students and faculty will participate in this event by taking a pledge – to complete the week without using the 
Internet.

Why participate in Week Without the Web?

According to Dean Cornog, “We should constantly be familiarizing ourselves with the media landscape; we 
need to be keeping up with and ahead of the changes. I think it’s really important for when you’re in college to 
work hard, and play hard. I want to make sure that the working hard here is with a broad sense of disciplines.” 
Week Without the Web presents challenges to students and faculty in all aspects of their lives: from academ-
ics, to social networking, to relaxing and leisure activities. Not only is the program  challenging when it comes 
to academics, but it will create the challenge to “play hard” in other ways.

What events will take place during Week Without the Web?

To kickoff Week Without the Web, Michael Hawley of MIT’s Media Lab will be delivering a keynote speech at 
noon on Monday, April 4, 2011. The program begins with a kick-off party on Monday, April 4, followed with a live 
networking event hosted by the Hofstra chapter of Public Relations Student Society of America (PRSSA), titled 
Find Your Niche, an event that provides students a chance to mingle and network with public relations profes-
sionals from the industry. 

Throughout the week, screenings of Internet themed films including We Live in Public, When Strangers Click 
and The Social Network are scheduled, as well as class discussions on topics related to the Internet, and a  
physical “Facebook” wall being utilized as  a community wall, where participants post status updates using pen 
and paper. Professors and faculty members in the School of Communication are including discussions on the 
Week Without the Web into their classroom assignments and lectures. 

What Happens After Week Without the Web?

Students will be asked to report on their thoughts and experiences before, during, and after Week Without the 
Web. Dean Cornog hopes that through this initiative, participants will gain a better understanding of the central 
communication role of the Internet. In addition, faculty hope to gain valuable insight and research throughout 
the week for future scholarly presentations and publications.
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